November is Chapel Music Month, see your ABC for Specials

Celebrating His Birth CD
By 3ABN
A delightful CD that features 12 beautiful

One Small Child CD
By Barry and Cecily Harker

Kidz Of The Kingdom
By Christian Edition
This album is a fun and engaging treat

Hymns In Flamenco Guitar CD
By Daniel Martinez
songs heralding the birth of our Savior, and features familiar artists from 3ABN's musical family. It is perfect for the holidays!

A diverse range of songs of the first Advent of Jesus that can be shared with a general audience that will help prepare a listener for the Second Advent. The songs are new arrangements of familiar and less familiar carols designed to touch hearts.

Click here to hear sample tracks.

Especially made for kids, the mens chorus, Christian Edition, sings familiar songs with kids to appeal to kids.

Click here to hear sample tracks.

With this recording Daniel brings familiar hymn tunes alive through an instrumental musical expression with his Flamenco Guitar. Allow this music to transport you to a unique musical space where you can experience favorite hymns and praise the Creator of music.

Click here to hear sample tracks.
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